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CHAPTER I
nrTRODUC TION

CHAPTER I
n:TTRODUCTION
I.

'1HE PROBLEM: AND PURPOSE OF '!HIS STUDY

The minister has a complex task..
counsellor, and pastor.

He is a preacher, teacher,

Part of his work is to perform marriages.

In doing this he is often asked to perform marriages where one or

both parties are divorcees.
will marry them..

He needs to decide then whether or not he

This is not an easy decision to make.

Most churches have an official ruling for the denomination.
many ministers do not adhere to this official ruling.

But

There are also

differences in the official positions which the churches take.

Since

there is so much confusion in the matter of remarrying divorced persons, the problem of this thesis is to seek an answer to the question:
Is there any Scriptural basis for the remarriage of divorced parsons?
II.

JUS TIFICA TI 00' CF '1HE S 'lUDY

OUr nation has a high divorce rate.

par 1000 population was as follows:
divorces, 2.6; in Washington:
Oregon:

In 1950 the rata based on

In the u.s.A.:

marriages, 11.1,

narriages, 14.5, divorces, 4.7; in

marriages, 7.4, divorces, 3.9; in California: marriages, 7.5,

divorces, 3.7.

In 1954 the rate was as follows:

marriages, 9.2, divorces, 2.4; in Washington:
divorces, 3.3; in Oregon:

In the u.s.A.:

marriages, ll.4,

marriages, 5.8, divorces, 3.7; in California:

3

In 1956 in Clackamas county, Oregon, there were 374 marriage
licenses issued and 304 divorces gra.ntad. 2
This is a high divorce rata.
threatened.

The p::r.manence of marriage is

Since the church ms always been closely associated with

.marriage this is a .matter of vital importance to ministers.
Because of the high divorce rate, there are .many divorcees who
cons to pastors asking to be remarried. What shall the pastor do?

Is

the pastor able to remarry them, or is he disobeying God r s commandments if he remarries them.
This question has been a na tter of concern to the writer who is
preparing to be a .minister.

In talking with ministers it was discovered

that .many have not arrived at a clear answer to this problem.

This

study has been .made to discover what the Bible teaches with reference
to this problem of remarrying divorced persons.
III.

ASSUMPTIONS

It is assumed that the Bible is the inspired Word of God and is
the final authority for all .moral and religious conduct of .men. In this
thesis the quotations from the Bible are taken from the American Standard Version (1901) of the Holy Bible.

lunited States De.P9;rtnant of Co.nmerce, Bureau of Census, Statisti,2! ~ United States: 1956 (Seventy-seventh edition, '
Washington: Government Printing O:f'T:i:'Ce, 1956), P• 76.
~ Abstract

2 Information issued by the Clackamas County Clerk to the writer.
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IV.
1\larria.~.

DEFINITIONS OF TERJlS

.Marriage as used in this thesis is the union of' one

man and one woman into a relationShip which is not only physical, but
also a spiritual and mystical union.
Divorce.

In this thesis indicates a final legal severance of'

the marriage union •
.Adultet7.

Adultery is used to designate voluntary semal inter-

course by a married man w.i.. th one other than his 'Wife or by a married
wa:nan w.i.. th one other than her husband.
Fornication.

Fornication has two meanings..

Generally it refers

to illicit sexual intercourse on the part of' an unmarried person.
times it is used to refer to any illicit sexual intercourse.

Some-

In this

study when the word fornication is used it is used to indicate any
illicit sexual intercour sa.
Desertion.

'!he abandonment of the vdf'e or husband by the mate

is referred to as desertion in this thesis.
Innocent ,Partz.

'lhe innocent party in this thesis refers to

the person who is free f'rcm bla.m.e or guilt 1\hen the marriage relationship is broken by adultery.
Biblical Standard.

'lhe Biblical Standard for remarr,ring divorced

persons is defined as follows:

The pastor will remarry persons who have

been divorced on grounds of' adultery or desertion provided they are the
innocent party ..
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V.

ORGANIZATIClT OF THE STUDY

'lhe study is organized in the following way.
In Chapter II the official position regarding the remarriage of

divorced persons of five dencminations is presented.
tions are:

The denanina-

'lhe Congregational church, the Baptist church, the Iuthera.n

church, the Presbyterian church, and the Methodist church..

'lhe effect

of the ecclesiastical organization of each denomination on the remarriage
practice is noted.
Chapter III is a survey of the practices followed by selected
ministers of the five deno.m:inations studied in Chapter II.
eral practices nre followed by the ministers..
any divorcees.
ard.

Five gen-

Sane would not marcy

Same followed what they regarded as the Biblical stand-

Some remarried the innocent mo had been divorced on other than

the Biblical standard.

Sane remarried the guilty i f they showed evi-

dence of establishing a satisfactory home..

Finally, sane married any

who came to them.
In Chapter IV there is a mort study of the ideal marriage re-

lationship.

'lhen .four specific Bible passages which deal with the

problem of divorce and remarriage of divorced persons are studied.
'lhe passages are:

Deuteronomy 24:1-4, Matthew 5:31-32, Matthew 19:3-S,

and I Corinthians 7:12-16.

Finally, Biblical principles 'Which relate

to the problem of the remarriage of divorced persons are considered.
In Chapter V four Biblical examples of God's attitude tcward

those mo have broken the marriage relationship are examined.

The ex-

amples which are examined are David and Bath-sheba, Herod and Herodia.s,
the Sa.mari tan woman, and the woman taken in adultery.

The second part
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of this chapter is a study of the difficulties faced by the pastor in
applying the Biblical principles to actual situations.
Chapter VI contains the Summary and Conclusions.

CHAPTER II
THE OFFICIAL POSITION OF FIVE DENOMINATIONS REGARDING THE
REMARRIAGE OF DIVORCED PERSONS

CHAPTER II
THE OFFICIAL POSITION OF FIVE DENOMINATIONS REGA.RDING THE
REMARRIAGE OF DIVORCED PERSONS

lbe official position of five specific denominations is considered in this chapter.

1be denominations studied are the Congre-

gational, lutheran, Presbyterian, Baptist and Methodist.
I.

THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

Since each one of the Congregational churches is self-governing,
there is no s-et ruJa for fue 'Whole denomination.

Each local church

has its own rules and regulations which it follows.
the remarriage of divorcees, also.

This pertains to

Each minister of each local church

has to make the decision whether or not he will remarry the divorcee.
lbere is, however, in the Congregational church a national
council known as The National Council of the Congregational Churches
of the United States.

'Ibis council makes recommendations to the local

Congregational churches, but does not have the authority to enforce
them.

In the past years it has made a. number of recomenda.tions re-

ga.rding the divorce problem.

Dr. J. P. Lichtenberger, Professor of

Sociology- at the University of Pennsylvania, in his book Divorce summarizes them as follows.
ilia committee was appointed in 1S95 to report at the next
National Council its judgment as to the correct scriptural
doctrine of divorce.
The essential features of the report were:
ttThe divorce treated in this report is divorce a vinculo
matrimonii--divorce from the bond of matrimony-or-such divorce as permits one by law to put away husband or wife, and
be married to another person.

9

"I am of the opinion that there is no e:rlsting Scripture doctrine of divorce other than that stated by the Saviour in Matt.
xix: 1-9."
This report was accepted, and in addition a minority report was
also accepted which among other suggestions, contained the following:
tti vmuld respect:t."ulJ.y suggest a single further practical step.
"It is that our pastors be invited to follow, so far as they
can, same principle of Chri stia.n comity in acting upon applications for the celebration of the marriage of persons who could
not be married under the rules of the Church to which they belong,
and therefore, apply to our ministers for the service."
The following appears in the Minutes of 1901:
"1. We view w1. th serious misgivings the alarm:ing increase in
divorces and the consequent deplorable result in domestic and
social life.
"We regard the purity and unity of the family as cornerstones
of Christian homes and Christian civilization.
"2. We do not question the propriety of solemnizing the
marriage of a party who has been shown to be innocent in divorce
proceedings, but we urge upon the ministers the duty of withholding sanction from those whose divorce has bean secured on other
than Scriptural grounds.
In 190?, after endorsing the Inter-Church Conference on Marriage
and Divorce, the following action is recorded:
"We express our detestation for frivolous divorce, and we urge
our ministers to make strict inquiry, in the case of strangers or
of divorced persons applying to them for marriage, to discern
whether, under the laws of morality and charity, they are worthy
of entering again into that relation fran which they may once
have been severed."
No further action was taken until 1919 at 'Which time the
following resolution was adapted.
WWhereas, the breaking up of an alarming large number of
American hanes is indicated by the fact that America leads the
Christian Nations of the world in the ratio of divorce to marriage:
"Be It Resolvedt That the Council urges ministers so to work
and teacn 'that membership in the Christian Church shall be a
guarantee of conscientiousness and intelligence about the duties
of home life ..
"!!.! !'!! Further Resolwd ~ That we urge upon our ministers increased care in the scrutiny of the records of divorced people
seeking remarriage .1
The position of the Congregational church

lJ • P., Lichtenberger, Divorce
1931), P• 239.

(New York:

genera~

then is this:

Whittlesey House,
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1.

The Scripture doctrine of divorce is stated by the Saviour in

:Matt. 19:1-9;

2.

Jlinisters may remarzy persons who are the innocent

parties in divorce proceedings but are urged to withhold sanctions

from those whose divorce has bean obtained on other than Scriptural
grounds;

3. Ministers are to carefully counsel with those divorcees

who come to them for marriage to discern mather they are worthy of
entering again into the marriage relationship.

II.

THE LUT.HERAN CHURCH

Thera are a number of Lutheran bodies in the United States.
Frank

s.

Mead, in his book, Handbook.£>! Denominations, states the

following concerning the Lutheran church.
In spite of their organic division there is real unity among
American :Wtherans; it is a unity basad more upon faith than
upon organization. All Lutheran churches represent a single
type of Protestant Christianity. Their faith is built upon
Luther's principle of justification by faith alone in Jesus
Christ; it centers in the gospel for fallen men. The Bible is
the inspired Word of God and the infallible rule and standard of
faith and practice. Intherans ccnfess their faith through the
three general creeds of Christendom, the Apostles t , Nicene, and
Athanasian, which they believe to be in accordance with the
Scriptures. by also believe that the unal tared Augsburg Confession is a correct exposition of the faith and doctrine of
Evangelical :Wtheran.ism. The apology of the Augsburg Confession,
the two catechisms of Luther, the Schmalkald Articles, and the
Formula of Concord are held to be a faithful development and
interpretation of Evangelical Lutheranism and of the Bible.l

From the above it is seen that the Lutheran faith and practice
is based on the Bible.

They confess their faith through three creeds,

the Apostles', Nicene and Athanasian.

'Jhe Augsburg Confession, the

two Catechisms of Luther, the Schma.lkald Articles, and the formula of

1Frank

s. Meadt Handbook of Denominations
Cokesbury Press, 1951J, P• 115.

(New York:

Abingdon-

·u
Concord are held to be a faithful development of interpretation of
Evangelical Lutheranism and the Bible.

It is from these sources that

one finds their teaching on the divorce question.
Concerning the question of divorce, Luther's Catechism states,
"God forbids the brea.ld.ng of the marriage vow by' unfaithfulness or

desertion.

He permits the innocent party to procure a divorce when

the other party is guilty or fornication.ttl
In a recent interview with the Rev. Charles Felton, the pastor

of Concordia. Lutheran Church in oak Grove, Oregon, the Rev. Felton
stated that Lutheran pastors in the past have remarried the innocent
party of a. divorce where the divorce has been obtained on grounds of
fornication or willful desertion.2
MUeller and Hartshorne in their book, Ethical DUenmas of
Ministers, stated the following:
The Lutheran Church has always attempted to base its practice
in this matter upon Scriptural teaching. As recently as 19))
the Biblical principle of divorce only on grounds of "adultery
and mali~ious desertiontt was reiterated by' the Church in Convention.J

It has been observed ti1at although there are a number of
branches or the Lutheran church, all subscribe to the same faith and
practice.

Concerning the problem of the remarriage of divorcees,

1! Short EKplanation £!: !k!. Martin Luther's Small Catechism
(St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1943), P• 70.
2 F • F• MUeller & Hugh Hartshorne, Ethical Dilemmas of Ministers
(New York: Charles Scribnerts Sons, 19375, P• 34.
3Quotation .from Rev. Charles Felton, Pastor Concordia Lutheran
Church, oak Grove, Oregon, in personal interview with the author,
February 21, 1957.
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Inthera.n ministers may remarry the innocent

p:~.rties

mere divorce has

been obtained on the grounds of adultery or willful desertion.
III.

'!HE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

The form of church government in the Presbyterian church is
somewhat different than that of the Congregational and Lutheran churches.

In the Presbyterian church in the U.

as the General Assembly.

s.

A. there is a body known

This General Assembly is described by l!ead

as follows:
The highest judiciar,y of the church is the annual general
assembly, made up of clerical and lay delegates elected by
the presbyteries on a proportional basis. The general assembly settles all matters of discipline and doctrine referred
to it by the lower bodies, establishes new synods, appoints
boards and commissions, and reviews all appeals. Its decisions are final, except upon matters affecting the constitution of the church.l
The Presbyterian church has a Constitution

~ich

is composed

of the Confession of Faith, The Large and Shorter Catechism, The Form
of Gavemment, The Directory for the Worship of God.

In this Constitu-

tion is found the official teaching of the Presbyterian Church on the
divorce question.

'Ihe Conati tution states the teaching on divorce as

follows:
Adultery or fomication, con:mitted after a contract, being
detected before marriage, giveth just occasion to the innocent
party to dissolve that contract. In the case of adultery after
marriage, it is lawf'u.l for the innocent party to sua out a
divorce, and after the divorce to marry another, as if the
offending party were dead.

~ead, 2-E• ~., P• 151.
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Although the corruption of :man be mch as is apt to study
arguments, unduly to put asunder those whom God hath joined
together in marriage; yet nothing but adultery, or such
willful desertion as can no way be remedied by the Church
or civil magistrate, is cause sufficient of dissolving the
bond of marriage: wherein a public and orderly course of
proceeding is to be observed; and the persons concerned in
it noj: left to their cwm. wills and discretion in their own
ease.
Concerning the Presbyterian church, Lichtenberger in his book,
Divorce reports that the General Assembly adopted the .following resolution in 1925.
'Ib.at the General Assembly reiterate w.i. th emphasis the deliverance of the General Assembly of 1905 concerning divorce, namely,
'that ministers should refuse to marry divorced persons, except
the innocent party in a case where the divorce has been granted
on Scriptural grounds, not then until assured that one year has
elapsed .from the date of the decision allowing the divoree.2
It may be concluded that it is the official position of the
Presbyterian church to remarry only the innocent party in the case
where the divorce has been granted on Scripfural grounds.
IV.

THE BAPTIST CHURCH

'Ib.e Baptist church in the U.
separate groups..

s.

A. is composed of numerous

Concerning the Baptists, Frank

s.

Mead stated the

following.
While they differ in certain minor details, they are
generally agreed upon the following principles of faith:
the inspiration and trustworthiness of the Bible as the
sole rule of life; the lordship of Jesus Christ; the inherent freedom of the individual to approach God for himself;

l'lhe Constitution ~ the Presbyterian Church in the U. s. A.
(Philadelphia: The Publication Department of the Presbyterian Board
of Christian Education, 19.3)), P• 101.
2

Lichtenberger, ~·

ill•,

P• 224.

the granting of salvation through fa:i th, by way of grace and
contact with the Holy Spirit; tvro ordinances-the Lord's
Supper and baptism of believers by inmersion; the independence
of the local church.l
Each local churcll in the Baptist church is independent and selfgoverning.

'lhe Bible is the sole rule of life..

Concerning the problem

of divorce the writer has had difficulty finding a definite statement.
Edward T. Hiscox:ts

~

.!'!!.:!!

Directory

£.2!: Baptist

Churches was consulted.

'lhis is the guide for the Northern Baptist Church.

'!hen F. M.

McConnell's Manual ,!2!: Baptist Churches was coneulted.
manual for the Southern Baptist Churches.
has information on the divorce problem.

'lhis is the

Neither of these manuals
'lhe writer then called the

Portland office of the Oregon Baptist Convention of the American
Baptist Convention.

'lhe secretary informed him that there is no of-

ficial statement concerning divorce and the remarriage of divorcees
for the Baptist churches because each local church is self-governing.
Since each Baptist church is self-governing and the Bible is
the sole rule of faith and practice in each local church, each minister
applies the Scriptures which refer to the problem at hand..

Therefore,

in the question of the remarriage of divorcees, there is no set rule.
Each minister deals with each ind1vidual case as it comes to him.
considers the case in the light of Biblical teaching and makes his
decision on the basis of his findings.
V.

'lHE METHODIST CHURCH

'!he form of church government in the Methodist church is

lvead, 2.1?.•

.2!!•,

p. 27 ..

He
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episcopal.

Mead stated the following concerning the Methodist church.

1he general conference is the lawmaldng body of the church,
meeting quadrennially; the bishops preside, and 1.he work of the
conference is done largely in committees, lilose reports lilen
adopted by the general conference become Methodist law.l

Concerning the re-

'!he Methodist law is contained in the publication known as '!he
Doctrines

~Discipline of~

Methodist Church.

marriage of divorcees, the Methodist Discipline has the following
statement:
No minister shall solemnize the marriage of a divorced
person whose wife or husband is living and unmarried; but
this rule shall not apply (1) to the innocent person when
it is clearly established by competent testimony that the
true cause for divorce was adultery or other vicious conditions mich through mental or physical cruelizy" or physical
peril invalidated the marriage vow, nor (2) to the divorced
persons seeking to be reunited in marriage. 'lhe violation
of this rule concerning divorce shall be considered an act of
maladministration.2
'Iherefore, according to 1.he Discipline, ministers in the Methodist church may remarry the innocent party where the true cause for
divorce was adultery, or other vicious reasons which through mental
or physical cruelty invalidate the marriage varr.

'Ibis is the ruling

which has been enacted by the General Conference of the Methodist
Church and is part of Methodist church law.
~ary.

In this chapter the official position of five denom-

inations in regard to the remarriage of divorcees has bean considered.
A number of interesting facts have been pointed out in this study.

lMead, ~· ~., P• 132.
2noctrines and Discipline of the Methodist Church (Nashville:
1he Methodist Pu.bliS'hiiig House, 1948),p. io7.
A
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'Ihe Congregational church follows these principles:

(1) 'lhe

Scriptural doctrine of' divorce is stated by the Saviour in Matthew
19:1-9.

(2) Jl1nisters may remarry persons who are the innocent

parties in divorce proceedings but are urged to withhold sanctions
from those whose divorce has been obtained on other than Scriptural
(3) Ministers are to carefully counsel w.i.. th those divorcees

ground.

who come to them for marriage to discern whether they are worthy of
entering into the marriage relationship.
The lutheran church follows this principle that Lutheran ministers may remarry the innocent parties where divorce has been obtained on the grounds of' adultery or willful desertion.
'Ihe official position of the Presbyterian church is to remarry
only the innocent party in the case where the divorce has been granted
on Scriptural grounds.
Since each Baptist church is self-governing and the Bible is
the sole rule of faith and practice, there is no set rule for the
whole denomination to follow.

Each local minister deals with each

individual case as it comes to him.

He considers the case in the

light of' Biblical teaching and makes his decision on ihe basis of his
findings.
Ministers in the Methodist church may remarry the innocent
party where the true cause for divorce was adultery or other vicious
reasons which through mental or physical cruelcy invalidated the
marriage

VO'If.

Conparison.

When the five denominations are compared it may

be observed that the official position regarding ihe remarriage of
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divorcees is very si:milar.

The ministers of the Congregational, the

:W.theran, the Presbyterian and the Methodist churches may remarry the
innocent party where the divorce has been ob ta.ined on grounds of
adultery.
The ministers of the Baptist church are to follow the Biblical
teaching on the divorce question, but these Biblical teachings are
given to the individual ministers to interpret, therefore, a number
of practices may be followed by Baptist ministers.
Since each local Congregational church is self-governing, the
local minister need not follow the dictates of the National Council
of Congregational Churches in the United States, but this National
Council strongly reconmends withholding sanctions from those whose
divorce has been obtained on other than Scriptural grounds.
Iiuthera.n and Presbyterian ministers may remarry the innoeen t
parson where the marriage has been broken by will.f'ul desertion.
Methodist ministers may also remarry the innocent party of a
divorce where the divorce was caused by vicious condi tiona which
through mental or physical cruelty or physical peril invalidated the
marriage vow.

'Ibis rule is found. only in the Methodist church.

These are the official positions of the five denominations.
'lhere is great similari 1gr among them in their official posi ti.on, but
as it 'Will be observed in the next chapter there is a wide difference
in the practices followed by the ministers of these five denominations.
Each denomination bases its position of the remarriage of divorcees on the Biblical teaching, yet there is some difference in the
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positions of the various denominations.

Because of these differences

in practice a. careful study is made in the following chapters of the
Scriptural teachings in a.n effort to find a solution to tM.s pr-oblem.

CHAPTER III
'lHE PRACTICE OF MINISTERS IN REMARRYING DIVORCED PERSONS
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Lutheran.

The graduates from Auburn are Presbyterian.

from Colgate-Rochester are Baptist..

The graduates

And the graduates from Drew are

.Methodist.
I.

EXPLANATION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

In the questionnaire 'Which the minister received fran Mueller

and Hartshorne they were asked to give the practice 'Which they followed regarding the remarriage of divorced persons.
showed that five general practices were followed:

3.

cal.

Innocent other than Biblical.

'lhe results
1.

None.

2. Bibli-

4. Chilty. 5. Any. The

meaning of each classification is described by Mueller and Hartshorne
as follows:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

None: "I do not marry any divorced persons. n
Biblical; "I marry persons who have been divorced on grounds
of adultery and desertion (Biblical) only, provided they are
the innocent parties.
Innocent other than Biblical: "I marry persons who have been
divorced on other than Biblical grounds if they are the innocent parties."
Chilty: tti marry the persons alla gad to be the guilty parties
i f I have the evidence that leads me to believe they would
establish a satisfactory home."
Any: tti marry any divorced persons who come to me.nl
A further explanation given by Mueller and Hartshorne of

"Innocent other than Biblicallt is ministers w.i.ll remarry the innocent
party where the marriage has been broken by such things as cruelty or
incompatibilit,y.2
II •
Practice Followed

1Ibid., P• 20.

!?z

RESULTS OF SURVEY
Gradua tea _2!: Bangor 'lheolog!ca_! Seminar;[
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Hartford Se~a;:r Foundation, ~ University Divinity School (Congregational) ..

The following was reported by Bangor graduates:

2% would

not remarry any divorcees; 11% followed the Biblical standard; 25%
remarried the innocent party of a divorce where the divorce had bean
obtained on other than Biblical grounds; 51% remarried the guilty; and
12% vrould remarry anydivorcees who cam.e to them.l
'Ihe following was reported by the Hartford graduates:

2% would

not marry any divorcees; 7% followed the Biblical standard; 34% remarried the innocent on other than Biblical grounds; 48% remarried the
guilty; and 9% would remarry any divorcees who came to them.2
The

foll~ng

was reported by Yale graduates:

5% of the grad-

uates would not marry any divorcees; S% followed the Biblical standard;
26% remarried the innocent on other than Biblical grounds; 47% remarried
the guilty and 14% remarried any who came to them.J
If an average of the three Congregational seminaries is taken

the following results for the practice followed by the Congregational
ministers is obtained:

4% would not remarry any divorcees; 8 2/3%

followed the Biblical standard; 2S 1/3% remarried the innocent on other
than Biblical grounds; 48 2/3% remarried the guilty; and 11 2/3% remarried any who came to them.
Hartshorne and Mueller reported that the ministers who followed
this practice gave the following argument for their action:
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Those 'Who follow this procedure consider the matter of innocence
and guilt as being unimportant. The vital issue, as they see it,
is Whether or not the attitude and purpose of the persons are
such as to insure a successful second marriage.. The groups feel
that the view is realistic and based upon concern for human
values.l
Second highest (2B 1/3%) was the practice of remarrying the
innocent party of a divorce Where the divorce had been Obtained on other
than Biblical grounds.

One minister 'Who reported i.'ll the survey ex-

pressed his feelings this way.
I carry it further than adultery. There are such things as
cruelty and incompatibility and there is such a thing as being
the innocent party in such a divorce. You cantt possibly live
with a crank. If I know 'What lies behind the divorce and the
people 'Who are before me to be married look as though they might
make a go of the marriage, I will marry them.2
Only a small percentage (B 2/3%) of the Congregational ministers

followed the Biblical standard.

The ministers 'Who .followed the practice

of remarrying the guilty, When they are willing to make a success of'
their second marriage, felt that this is a better way than strictly
adhering to the Biblical standard.
The Congregational ministers of this ~ray are:

(1} high in

the practice of remarrying the guilty who are willing to make a success
of' their second marriage;

(2) high in practice of remarrying the inno-

cent person whose divorce has been obtained on other than Biblical
grounds; ( 3) low in the practice of strictly adhering to the Biblical
standard ..
Practice followed
~

!?z

lutheran 'lheolog:i,cal

:Wtheran Theolog!,eal Semin?!Y' (~ Ai;ry).

2

.!.l?!s!•,

.

P• 23.

~ina.rz

( Gett;rsburg)

lhe following was
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reported by the Gettysburg graduates:

50% followed the Biblical stand-

ard; 36% remarried the innocent other than Biblical; and 14% remarried
the guilty .. 1

1% would

The following was reported by the Mt. Airy graduates:

not remarry any divorced persons; 5S% followed the Biblical standard;

32%

remarried the innocent on other than Biblical grounds;

7%

remarried
2
the guilty; and 1% would remari'Y any divorcees who came to them.
The average for these two lutheran seminaries gives the following results:

~% would not remarry any divorcees;

54% followed the

Biblical standard; 34% remarried the innocent persons on other than
Biblical grounds; 1~ remarried the guilty; and

t% would

remarry any

divorced persons 'Who came to them.
The majority of the lutheran ministers followed the Biblical
standard.

They would remarry the innocent party of a divorce where

it had been obtained on grounds of adultery or wil.l.ful desertion.
lutheran ministers were second highest (34%) in following the practice
of remarrying the innocent on other than Biblical gr-ounds.
would remarry the guilty party and only

t% would

Only

1~%

remarry any divorced

persons who came to them.
Practice Followed ]?z Graduates of' Auburn Theologica;t Semin§IJ:l
(Prespyterian).

The following was reported by the Auburn graduates:

3% would not marry any divorcees who came to them; J)% followed the
Biblical standard; 40% remarried the innocent parties of a divorce

libid., P• 20.

where the

divo~ce

had been obtained on other than Biblical grounds;

22% remarried the guilty i f they showed evidence that they would establish a satisfactory home; and 5% would remarry any who came to
them. 1
The Presbyterian ministers, graduates of' Auburn, were highest
in following the practice of remarrying the innocent persons of' a
divorce where the divorce had been obtained on other than Biblical
grounds..

40% of' them followed this procedure.

JJ% of' the Presby-

terian ministers followed the Biblical standard of remarl'J.'i.ng the
innocent party of a divorce

~ere

the divorce had been obtained on

grounds of adultery or w.i..ll.ful desertion..

22% remarried the guilcy if

they showed evidence that they would a atablish a satisfactory home.
Only 5% would marry any who came to them.

!hus a total 70% of the

Presbyterian ministers followed the practice of marrying the innocent
party of a divorce where the divorce had bean granted either on Bibli-

cal ground or other than Biblical grounds.
Practice

Followed~ Colgate-F~ehester Divini~

School (Baptist).

The following was reported by the Colgate-Rochester graduates:

3%

would not remarry any divorcees; 22% followed the Biblical standard;

33%

remarried the innocent party of' a divorce where the divorce had

been obtained on other than Biblical grounds; 23.% remarried the guilty
party of a divorce if they showed evidence of' establishing a satisfactory
home; and 19% would rema.rJ:Y any divorcees who came to them. 2
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The highest percentage of the Baptist ministers followed the
practice of remarrying the innocent party of a divorce Where the divorce had been obtained on other than Biblical grounds ( 33%).

Next

followed the practice of remarrying the guilty party if they showed
evidence of establishing a satisfactory home.

Twenty-three percent

of the Baptist ministers followed this practice.

Following closely

was the practice of following the BibU.cal standard with 22% of the
Baptist ministers following this procedure, and a large percentage,
(19%) remarried

arr:r

that came to them.

Practice Followed
(Methodist) •

!?z

Graduates

.2f Drew

T11eolo@:ca;l Semin?-!'Y

The following was reported by the Drew graduates:

would not ma.r:cy- any divorcees;

6%

44:% followed the Biblical standard; :1>%

remarried the innocent party of a divorce where the divorce had been
obtained on other ·than Biblical grounds; lL% remarried the guilty i f
they showed evidence of establis:ling a satisfactory home; and only

.3%

would remarry any "Who came to them.l
The highest percentage of the Methodist ministers followed the
Biblical standard; 44% followed this practice..

Next highest was the

practice of remarrying innocent persons of a divorce whose divorce had
been obtained either on Biblical grounds or other than Biblical grounds.
Only 11% would remarry the guilty and only
1vho came to them.

.3% would remarry any divorcees

Thus a total of 80% of the Methodist ministers fol-

lowed the practice of remarrying the innocent persons of a divorce
whose divorce had been obtained either on Biblical grounds or other

-

lrbid.
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than Biblical grounds.
Summary.

Congregational ministers who are graduates of Bangor,

Hartford and Yale, reported the following practice:
4% would not remarry any divorcees.
8 2/3% .followed the Biblical standard.
28 1/3% remarried the innocent persons who had been divorced on
other than Biblical grounds.

48 2/3% remarried the guilty if they showed evidence of establishing a satisfactory home.
ll 2/3% remarried any divorcees who came to them.
Intheran ministers who are graduates of Gettysburg and Mt.
Airy reported the following practice in remarrying divorced persons.
~% would not remarry acy divorcees.

54% .followed the Biblical standard.

34% remarried the innocent persons who had been divorced on
other than Biblical grounds.
10

i%

remarried the guilty if they showed evidence of establishing a satisfactory home.

~% remarried any divorcees who came to them.

Presbyterian ministers who are graduates of Auburn reported the
.following practices in remarrying divorced persons.

3% would not remarry any divorcees.
30% followed the Biblical standard.
40% remarried the innocent persons who had been divorced on
other than Biblical grounds.
22% remarried the guilty if" they showed evidence of establishing a satisfactory home.
5% remarried any divorcees "'"ho cam to them.
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Baptist ministers who are graduates of Colgate-Rochester reported the following practice in remarrying divorced persons.

3% would not remarry any divorcees.
22% followed tba Biblical standard.

33% rmna.rried the innocent persons who had been divorced
on other than Biblical grounds.
2.3% remarried the guilty if they showed evidence of establishing a satisfactory home.
19% remarried a:n.y divorcees who came to them.
Methodist ministers who are graduates of Drew reported the fol:lowing practice in remarrying divorced persons.

6% would

not remarr,r any divorcees.

44% followed the Biblical standard.

36% remarried the innocent persons who had been divorced
on other than Biblical grounds.
11% remarried the guilty if they showed evidence of establishing a satisfactory home.

3% remarried any divorcees who came to them.
Comparison

5!f ~

Five Denominations.

Practices Followed

&

~

£! 2

In the practice of not remarrying any divorcees

Methodist

6%

Congregational

4%

Presbyterian

3%

Baptist

3%

Lutheran

Ministers
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In the practice of following the Biblical standard, the minist-

ers of the five denominations are classified in this order.
:Wtheran

54%

Methodist

44%

Presbyterian

30%

Baptist

22%

s

Congregational

2/3%

In the practice of remarrying the innocent party who had been
divorced on other than Biblical grounds, the ministers of the five
denominations are classified in this order.
Presbyterian

lfJ%

Methodist

.36%

Lutheran

34%

Baptist

33%

Congregational
In the practice of remarrying the guil

28 1/3%

v

party if they showed

evidence of establishing a satisfactory home, the ministers of the
five denominations are classified in this order.
Congregational

48

2/3%

Baptist

23%

Presbyterian

22%

Methodist

11%

Lutheran

10!%

In the practice of remarrying any divorced person who came to

them, the ministers of five denominations are classified in this
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order.
Baptist

19%
11 2/JI,

Congregational
P.resbyter.i a.n

5%

Methodist

3%

Lutheran

i%

Com~ison

ulations

.2£

.2!

~

Practices of Ministers

Their Denom:ina.tion

Regarding~

~

2

Remarriage

Official Reg~Divorcees.

In Chapter II it was noted that the Congregational and Baptist churches

have no official statement regarding the remarriage of divorcees which
can be enforced on each local minister, but each local minister must
make his own decision.

The survey in Chapter III has shown that Congre-

gational ministers have the highest percentage (48 2/3%) .f'ollOVt'ing the
practice of remarrying the guilty p:trsons of a divorce who show evidence of establishing a satisfactory home.
second wi. th 23% following this practice.

The Baptist ministers are
The Baptist ministers are

highest (19%) in following the practice of narrying arry who come to
them.

The Congregational ministers are second with 11 2/3% of them

following the practice of remarrying any divorcees who come to them.
The action of the Congregational and Baptist ministers has shown that
where there is no official rule mich can be enforced upon each local
minister only a small percentage (Baptist 22% and Congregational
8 2/3%) vtlll follow the Biblical standard, even though theoretically
they subscribe to it.
In Chapter II it was noted that the Iutheran. church has always
attempted to base its practice regarding the remarriage of divorcees
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upon Scriptural teachings.

In Chapter III it was pointed out that 54%

of the Lutheran ministers follow the Biblical teaching.

Therefore,

even though each local lutheran church is self-governing, the Intheran
ministers hold very closezy to the lutheran doctrinal position as
taught in Inther' s Catechism..
The Methodists have an official statement in their Discipline
which p3rmi ts them to remarry the innocent party of a divorce where the
divorce has been obtained on grounds of adultery or other vicious
reasons.

The survey in Chapter III states that 80% of the Methodist

ministers follow this practice.

Therefore, the Methodist ministers

follow the official ruling of the Discipline of the Methodist church
quite closely.

On the other hand 14% did not follow the Discipline

and would remarry the guilty or

a:n;r who came to them.

Finall;r in comparing Chapters II and III it may be concluded
that although the churches may state an official position there are a
large number of ministers who will deviate from the official position,
consider each individual case, and make their decision on basis of
their findings.

An example of this is the fact that 22% of the Presby-

terian ministers will remarry the guilty party if there is evidence
that they would establish a satisfactory home.
Therefore, even though the churches may state an official position ma:n;r ministers seem to feel that a hard and fast official church
ruling is not the answer to the problem of the remarriage of divorcees.

/

CHAPTER IV
A SIDDY OF 'lHE BIBLICAL TEACHINGS WHICH REFER DIROOTLY
TO THE PROBLEM OF DIVORCE AND REMARRIAGE

CHAPTER IV
A S'IUDY OF THE BIBLICAL TEACHINGS WHICH REFER DIRECTLY
TO THE PROBLEM OF DIVORCE AND REMARRIAGE
In order to get a proper background for the Scriptural teach-

ings on divorce, the Scriptural teaching on marriage was briefly
considered.

The subject of marriage was not studied intensively but

only briefly to discover the ideal marriage relationship, as taught

in the Scriptures.
'!hen, the Scriptural teaching on divorce and the remarriage of
divorced persons was considered..
on divorce are so

close~

Because the Scriptural teachings

related to the problem of the remarriage of

divorced persons they cannot be separated from each but must be
studied together.
Finally, Biblical principles 'Which can be applied to t..'le problem of the remarriage of divorced persons are considered.
I.

SCRIP1URES DEA.LING WITH GODtS BASIC PLAN FOR MARRIAGE

The first Old Testament teaching for marriage as it should be
ideally is found in Genesis 2:24:

ttTherefore shall a ma..'fl leave his

father and his mother, and shall cleave unto his wife: and they shall
be one flesh.ttl
In this portion of Scripture three things are shown regarding

the marriage relationship.

First, a man shall leave father and mother.

It means that there is a breaking of' the ties with parents.

laenesis 2:24, American Standard Version.

Many
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marriages in this day are wrecked because father and mother have not
been left.

Many a person is still tied either physically or mentally

to his father or mother.
He shall adhere to his

Second, he shall cleave unto his w.if'e..
wife.

His first loyalty is to his wife.
Finally, they shall be one flesh..

Marriage is a union of two individuals.
and mystical union..

They are not two, but one.
It is a physical, spiritual

Such a union can only be tem.inated by death.

Jesus in the New Testament period repeated what marriage should
be ideally.

Mark records the words of' Jesus as follows:

6. But from the beginning of the creation., Male and female
made he them.
For this cause shall a man leave his :f' ather and mother, and
shall cleave to his wife;
8. and the two shall become one flesh: so that they are no
mora two, but one flash.
9. What therefore God hat..h. joined together, let not man put
asundar.l

7.

Jesus was so careful to amphasi ze that 'What God had joi.l'lad
together was not to be separated by man..

This ideal marriage union

is one 'Which no man has the right to dissolve.
ate this marriage union..

Only death can tarmin-

This is the ideal marriage relationship

as instituted in the beginning and as Jesus said it should be.
II.

SCRIP'IURES DEALING WITH DIVORCE AND RWARRIAGE
DIVORCED PERSONS

The Scriptures dealing w.i th divorce which are discussed in
j

~k 10:6-9, American Standard Version.
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this chapter are found in Deuteronoll\Y 24:1-4; Matthew 5:31, .32;
Matthew 19:.3-8; and I Corinthians 7:12-16.
~terono5r

found in

~

24:1-L,.

Westm:inistar

John Murray in an article entitled ••Divorce"
'Iheologica~

Joumal has said the following

concerning Deutarononzy- 24:1-4:
This passage occupies a unique place in the Old Testament
because it contains, as no other passage in the Old Testament,
specific legislation bearing upon the question of divorce. The
references to this passage in both Testaments confinn the significance that attaches to it in fue Old Testament econoll\Y ( cf.
Is. 50:1; Jar. 3:1; Matt. 5:.31; Matt. 19:7,8; Mark 10:.3-5).1
This important passage as found in the American Stat.'1dard Version
reads as follows:
1. 'When a man taketh a wife, and marrie th her, then it shall
be, if whe find no favor in his eyes, because he hath found
some unseemly thing in her, that he shall write her a bill
of divorcement, and give it in her hand, and send her out
of his house.
2. And 'When she is departed out of his hoo.se, she ma;y go and
be anotti.er man 1 s wife.
3. And if the latter husband hate her, and write her a bill
of divorcement, and give it in her hand, and send her out
of his hoo.se; or if the latter husband die, mo took her
to be his vvife;
4• her fo,rmer husband, who sent her away, may not take her
again to be his w.i.fe, after that she is defiled; for that
is abomination before Jehovah: and thou shalt not cause
the land to sin, which Jehovah thy God giveta'l thee for an
inheritance.2
Some casual readers might mistake the purpose of this law
thinking that it made divorce ma.nda tory in the case of the unseem4'"
thing.

But this was not true.

David

w.

Amram in his

book~

Jewish

Law of Divorce stated the purpose of the passage as follows:
lJohn Murray, ttDivorce,tt ~ Westminister 1heological Journal
November, 1946, IX, P• ,32.
2neuteronomy 24:1-4, American Standard Version.

'lhe purpose of this law was to prevent the remarriage of a
divorced woman to her first husband after she had been
"defiled" by a second marriage.l
It would be an abomination for a divorced woman to remarry her
first husband.

This law was given to prevent it.

John Murray in his

article entitled "Divorce" gives a number of comments of scholars on
the construction of these four verses.
'lhe comment of C. F. Keil and F. Deli tzsch brings out this
construction very clearly: "In these verses . . . . divorce
is not established as a right; all that is done is, that in
case of a divorce a reunion with the divorced wife is forbidden, if in the maantime she had married another man, even
though the second husband had also put her away, or had died.
'Ihe four verses form a period, in which vera .. 1-3 are the
clauses of the protasis, mich describe the matter treated
about; and ver. 4 contains the apodosis with the law concerning
the point in question." s. R. Driver says with refe1•ence to
this passage: "'lhe red. of A. v., R. v., is not here quite
exact; v. 1-3 form the protasis, stating the conditions of the
case contemplated, v. 4 is the apodosis.n To the same effect
is the comment of Joseph Reider: "'!he chief concern of the
law is to prevent remarriage after divorce. Consequently
vv. 1-3 must be construed as the pro tasis and v. 4 alone as
the apodosis.2
'lhus i.f in construction of this passage verses 1-3 is considered
as the prota.sis and verse 4 as the apodosis, the true meaning o.f this
passage can be understood more easily.
John Murray elaborated .further on how this construction effects
the purpose of this Scripwral passage.
These observations with respect to construction are o.f primary importance because they ::how that this passage does not
make divorce mandatory in the case of the indecency or un-

lnavid W. Amram, 'lhe Jewish Law of Divorce (Philadelphia:
Edward Stern & Co., Inc., l89b}, p

:J5.-

2John Murray, ,22• ~·, P• 35.
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cleanness concerned. It is not even fu be understood as encouraging or advising men to put away their wives in such a
case. Neither is it to be understood as an au fuorizing or
sanctioning of' divorce. It simply provides that if' a man
puts away his wife and she marries another man the f'ormr
husband cannot under any ccndi tiona take her again to be
his wife. Thera is nothing, therefore, in this passage itself' to warrant the conclusion that divorce is here given
divine approval and is morally legitimated under the conditions specified .1
Thus, one may conclude that this ·passage did not make divorce
mandatory, nor did it authorize or sanction divorce, but simply stated
that a divorced woman was not to remarry her first husband after she
h?d bean married to another.
This passage also mentioned the bill of divorcement.

Since

the bill of' divorcement is mentioned in other places it will be beneficial to consider it more fully.
~Divorce,

fully.

Amram in his book, ~Jewish~

treated the matter of the bill of divorce or "get" quite

But for the purpose of this study the following characteris-

tics of the bill of divorce are stated:
of dismissal;

(1) It was mandatory in case

(2) It was a legal document;

(3) It served as a

protective measure for the women who had been divorced.

Regarding

the bill of divorce John Murray has stated:
We may conclude that fue bill of' divorcement was required by
positive enactment in all cases of divorce and was therefore
in the category of precept or requirement. This should be
borne in mind, as it may bear very closely upon the interpretation of the New Testament passagas.2
Thus the bill of divorcement was an important factor in the
Jewish Law.

1 Thid., P• ,36.

There is some question as to what was meant by the "unseemly
thing" mentioned in Deut. 24:1.

There are a number of reasons why

it could not have referred to adultery.
was death.

(Lev. 20:10, Deut. 22:22).

'Ihe penalty for adultery
'lhe Mosaic law made pro-

vision for a test if adultery was not proved (Numbers 5:ll-31).
also had laws concerning virgins who had been forced.

It

'lhu.s, it seems

that every situation of adultery was covered and in none of them was
the bill of divorcement mentioned.

'Ihus the "unseemly thingn must

have referred to something else.
The Revised Standard Version (1952) translates the unseemly
thing as ttsome indecency."

John Murray agreed with this translation.

He seemed to feel that the unseemly thing was something SJ.ameful and

offensive which gave the husband legitimate grounds for divoree.l
Deuterononzy- 24:1-4 teaches ihe following things:

(1) The

divorced 'Wife could not go back to her first husband if her second
husband had divorced her or diad.

(2) The husband was required to

give the 'Wife a bill of divorcement if he divorced her.

(3) The un-

seemly thing does not seem to refer to adultery but to some indecency.
Matthew 5:31, 32.

Matthew 5 is ihe first place in the New

Testament where the divorce problem is mentioned.
of the Sermon on the Mount.

Matthew 5 is part

In chapter 5 Jesus made several pronounce-

ments 'Which began with, "Ye have heard that it was said.•t
continued, ttBut I say unto you.tt

Then Jesus

Here Jesus is not destroying the

law but rather is fulfilling it, according to Matthew 5:17, ttThink

libid., P• 42.

not I came to destroy the law or ihe prophets:

I came not to destroy,

but to fulfill (J.fatt. 5:17) ..
One of the pronouncements which Jesus made concerning divorce

is found in Matthew 5:31, 32 which reads as follows:

31 It was said also, Whosoever shall pn t away his wife, let him
give her a writing of divorcement:

32 but I say unto you, that every one that pntteth away his
wife, saving for the cause of fornication, maketh her an
adul teresa: and whosoever shall marry her 'l'lhen she is put
away COllJllitteth adultery.l
Concerning this test, John Murray in his article anti tled
"Divorce" said the following:
Before undertaking to discuss the express teaching of this
text it is well to bear in mind that there are two subjects
close~ germane to this whole question of divorce on wnich
this text does not reflect. First, the text deals exclusively
with dismissal or divo:r'ce on the part of the man; what rights
may belong to the woman in the matter of suing out a divorce
are not intimated. Secondly, Jesus says nothing here with
respect to the question of ihe remarriage o£ the man who puts
a.wa:y his wife for the cause of fomica.tion.
This text does not teach anything concerning the woman's right

of divorce or the question of the remarriage of the man who puts

a~

his "Wife for the cause of fornication.
'!his text seems to have an "lllusion to Deuteronoll\V 24:1-4.

'!he requirement of Deuteronoll\V 24:1-4 was that if a man divorced
his wife he was required to give her a bill of divorcement.
'!he teaching of Jesus in this text is:
cation is the only grounds for divorce;

2.

1.

'lhe cause of forni-

I f a man puts away his

lvatthew 5:31,.32 1 American Standard Version.
2John Murray, ttDivorce, n ,1h! Westminister ':theological Journal
May, 1947, IX, P• 1S4.
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wife for any other reason he makes her an adulteress;

3. And, who-

ever marries one who is put away save for the cause of fornication
commits adultery.
In the discussion of Deuteronomy 24:1-4 it was noted that

adultery was to be punished by death, but here Jesus said that a man
may divorce his wife if she commits adultery.
a change.

Seenrlngly Jesus made

Concerning this change John lfurray says:

Here then is something novel and it implies that 1:he requirement of death for adultery is abrogated in the economy Jesus
himself inaugurated. ntere are accordingly two provisions
which our Lord instituted, one negative and the other positive.
He abrogated the Mosaic penalty for adultery and he legitimated
divorce for adultery. In this vary distinctly appears that
original legislative authority that pertained to our Lord
and it is perhaps the most conspicuous concrete instance of
the exercise of that authGrity in the sermon on the mount.l
Acc0rding to J0hn lfurray, Jesus abrogated the Mosaic death penalty for
adultery and legitimated divorce for adultery.
A

Sll.lllm8J:'y

of the teaching found in Matthew 5:31,32 is:

cation is the only legitimate reason for divorce; 2.

1.

Forni-

A man that puts

away his wife for any other cause than fCXI.'".!lication makes her an adulteress; and 3.

A man 'Who marries a woman illegally divorced commits

adultery.
Matthew 19:3-9.

The teaching concerning divorce in this text

was given in answer to t.lte questions of the Pharisees.

The Pharisees

came to Jesus and attempted to trap him.

They ba.d tried to trap him

on other occasions using various issues.

This time they were using

libid., P• 191.

the divorce problem as a trap to ensnare Jesus.
:Matthew 19:3-9 reads a.s follows:

3· And there came unto him Pharisees, trying him and saying,
Is it lawful for a man to put away his wife for every cause?
4· And he answer'Ei'ClandSaid, Have ye not read, that he who
5.

6..
7.
8.
9.

made ~from the beginning made them male and female,
and said, For this cause shall a man leave his father and
mother, and shall cleave to his wife; and the two shall
become one flesh?
So that they are no more two, but one nash. What therefore God hath joined together, let not man put asunder.
They say unto him, Why then did Moses command to give a
bill of divorcement, and to put~ away?
He sai th unto them, Moses for your hardness of heart
suffered you to put away your wives: but from the beginning it hath not been so.
And I say unto you, Whosoever shall put away his wife,
except for fornication, and shall marry another, commi ttath
adultery: and he that marrieth her 'When she is put away
committeth adultery.l
The question the Pharisees asked was this:

a man to put away his wife for every cause?"

ttis it lawful f'or

Jesus answered them by

stating the ideal marriage relationship as God had ordained it in the
beginning.

'lb.is marriage was not to be put asunder by man.

Pharisees asked,

~

Then the

did :Moses command to give a bill of divorce-

ment and to put her away?"

Jesus answered them that Moses did not

comand them to put away their wives, but he suffered or allowed them

to divorce their wives. Moses did this because of their hardness of
hearts, but from the beginning it was not so.
Verse 9 repeats the teaching of :Matthew 5:.32 but adds to it a
teaching concerning the remarriage of the man who puts away his 'Wife
except for fornication.

If this man has put away his wife for aey-

~atthaw 19:3-9, American Standard Version.

cause except fornication and marries another, he is eommitting adultery ..
A sunmary of the teachings found in Matthew 19:3-9 is:

1..

A

repetition by Jesus of the ideal marriage relationship as ordained by
God in the beginning.

2..

Moses did not command the men to divorce

their wives but allowed divorce because of their hardness of hearts.

3. Verse 9 repeats the teaching of Matthew 5:32 and adds that the
man who puts away his wife for any other cause except fornication and
marries another, commits adultery.

l

Corinthians 7:12-16.

In his first letter to the Corinthians,

Paul is answering a number of questions which the church there asked
him (I Corinthians 7:1).

The questions dealt ld th the local si tua.-

tion in Corinth at that particular time.

One of' the questions which

Paul answered was concerning non-Christian mates who had left their
Christian mates.
I Corinthians 7:12-16 reads as follows:
12..
13.

14.
15.
16.

But to the rest say I, not i:he Lord: If' any brother hath
an unbelieving wife, and she is con tent to dwell ld th him,
let him not leave her.
And the vroman that hath an unbelieving husband, and he is
content to dwell with her, let her not leave her husband.
For the unbelieving husband is sanctified in the 'Wife, and
the unbelieving wife is sanctified in the brother: else
were your children unclean; but now are they holy,
Yet if the unbelieving departeth, let him depart: the
brother or the sister is not under bondage in such cases:
but God hath called us in peace.
For how knowest thou, 0 "Rife, mether thou shalt save thy
husband? or how knowest thou, 0 husband, 'Whether thou
shalt save thy wif'e?l

A number of facts are taught in this text of ScripW.re. If a

li Corinthians 7:12-16, American standard Version.
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brother had an unbelieving w.i..fe and she chose to remain with him he
was not to leave her.

If the Cltt1.stian wife had an unbelieving hus-

band and he chose to remain with her, she was not to leave him.

The

unbelieving mate was sanctified in the believing mate.
If the unbelieving mate departed than the believing mate was
not under bondage.

'lhere are those who feel that Paul maant that they

ware .free to remarry.

The churches mose official position is to

parmi t the remarriage of the innocent party where the divorce has been
obtained on grounds of desertion base their position on this Scripture.
There are others however, who feel that this is an erroneous
view and take an opposite position..

c.

Caverno writing in.:!!!! Inter-

national Standard Bible Ehcycloeadia is one who took an opposite view.
He stated the following:
But Paul has not said in that verse or anywhere else that a
Christian partner deserted by a heathen may be married to someone else. All he said is: "If the unbelieving departeth, let
him depart: the brother or the sister is not under bcndage
(dedo!l~tai) in such cases: but God hath called us in p:~ace."
To say that a deserted partner "hath not been enslavedtt is not
to say that he or m.e may be remarried. 'What is meant is
easi:cy in£erred from the spirit that domina tea the whole
chapter, and that is that everyone shall accept the situation
in which God has called him just as he is. "Be quiet" is a
direction that hovers over every situation. If you are
married, so remain. I£ u.n:married, so remain. If an unbelieving partner deserts, let him or her desert. So remain.
ttGod hath called us in peace .n Nothing can be more beautiful
in the morals of the marriage relation than the direction
givan by Paul in this chapter for the conduct of all parties
in marriage in all trials.l
.
Cavemo definitely felt that the wife or husband was not free
to remarry if they had been deserted by their unbelieving mate.

There

lc. Caverno, "Divorce, tt The International Standard Bible Encyclopaedia (Grand Rapids: wm:-lf. Eerdmans PUblishing co., !95'5'],
II, so6.
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is thus a conflict in opinion and there is not enough evidence to make
a decision either way.
In verse 16 Paul is careful to point out to the believing mate

that he or she was not to leave their unbelieving mate because there
was always the possibility that their unbelieving mate might be saved.
In summary, this text teaches:

1.

should not leave his unbelieving wife; 2.
not leave her unbelieving husband; 3.
sanctified by the Christian mate; 4.

'lhe Christian husband
'lhe Christian wife should

'lhe unbelieving mate was
If the unbelieving mate left,

the believing wife or husband was not under bondage; 5.

'!here was

always the possibility that the unbelieving mate would be saved,
therefore, it was the duty of the believing mate to remain 1'li..th the
unbelieving mate.
III.

BIBLICAL PF..INCIPLES WHICH RELATE TO 'IHE PROBLEM OF
REMARRIAGE OF DIVORCED PERSONS

P.reviousq in this chapter the Scriptural teachings dealing
directly with the problem of divorce and the remarriage of divorced
persons were studied.

'lhasa give some light on the problem under

consideration in this thesis.
remarriage of divorced persons?

Is there any Biblical grounds for the
But the Bible also states principles

which can be applied to the problem of the remarriage of divorced
persons ..
A number of these principles Which are relative to the problem
of the remarriage of divorcees are now considered.
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God is merciful.

fully in the Bible.

This principle is brought out very force-

The following Bible verses tell of God's mercy.

The Lord, the Lord God merciful and gracious, longsu.ff'ering
and abundant in goodness and truth, keeping mercy for
thousands, forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin.
(Ex:odus 34:?.)
'Ihe Lord is merciful and gracious, slow to anger and plenteous in mercy.. (Psalms 103:8.)
Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus, who according
to His abundant marcy has begotten us again unto a lively
hope, by the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead.
(I' Peter 1:3.)
Yea, God is merciful.

He is a just God but His justice is

tempered with mercy.
~

forg;i. ves

~.

One of the cardinal facts of Christianity

is that God will forgive the sinner if he confesses his sins and asks
for forgiveness.

The following Scriptures substantiate this prin-

ciple:
Come now, and let us reason together, sai th Jehovah: though
your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow;
though they be red like crimson, they shall be as wool.
(Isaiah 1:18.)
And I w.i.ll sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall be
clean: from all your filthiness, and from all your idols,
will I cleanse you. A new heart also w.i.ll I give you, and
a new spirit will I put w:ithin you; and I will take away the
stony heart out of your flesh, and I will give you a heart
of flesh. And I w.i.ll put my Spirit within you, and cause
you to walk in rJ13' statutes, and ye shall keep mine ordinances,
and do them. (Ezekiel 36:25-2?.)
If we confess our sins, he is faithful and righteous to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.
(I John 1:~
God forgives the sinner i f the sinner meets the conditions of

God.

Sin leaves ,!!!!

~·

Though God forgives the sinner of the sins,

sin leaves its mark upon the sinner.

Though the sins were forgiven many

of the scars of a life of sin remain..

The man who has lived for years

as a drunkard and then is saved, still bears the scars of his past life
upon his body.
Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man
soweth, that shall he also reap. For he that sovreth unto
his mm flash shall of the flash reap corruption; but he
that soweth unto the Spirit shall of the Spirit reap
eternal life • (Galatians 6:7-8 • )
These principles which have to do with Godts attitude toward
the sinner and sin obviouszy- have definite bearing on the problem of
remarrying divorced persons.
chapter of this thesis.
1.

God is merciful.

2.

This is further considered in the next

In summary these principles are as follows:
God forgives the sinner if the sinnar meats

the conditions for forgiveness.

3.

sin leaves a scar upon the sinner..

Though the past sins are forgiven,
'lhasa are three principles which

relate to God's attitude toward sin, including the sin of adultery.
Summary.

In this study of the Biblical teachings dealing di-

rectlywith the problem of divorce and the remarriage of divorced
persons a number of important principles were noted.
1.

Marriage is a divinely ordained union of a man and a wcman

who leave their father and mother and cleave to each other.
has the right to break this union.
2.

No man

Only death can terminate it.

Divorce was given to the people by !loses because of the

hardness of their hearts.

Moses did not command the men to divorce

their wives, but suffered or allowed them to do so.
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3..

Jesus taught that the only grounds whereupon a man could

divorce his wife was adultery.

If he put her away for any other

reason he caused her to commit adultery.

If any man married the woman

who was illegally divorced, he comnitted adultery.

If the husband re-

married a.f'ter illegally divoreing his wife, he comnitted adultery.

4•

Paul taught that the Christian ma. te was not to leave his

unbelieving mate..

There was always the possibility that the unbeliev-

ing mate might be saved..

But if the unbelieving mate le.ft, tha

Christian mate was not under bondage.
In the study o.f the Biblical principles which relate to the
problem of the remarriage of divorced persons, these three principles
are considered:

1..

God is merciful.

the sinner meets the conditions.

3..

2.

God forgives the sinner i f

Though the past sins are for-

given, sin leaves a scar upon the sinner.
Conclusion.

On the basis of these Scriptures which deal di-

rectly with divorce and the remarriage of divorced persons it may be
concluded:

1.

That the ideal marriage relationship was not to be

broken by divorce.
asunder."

"What God hath joined together let not man put

2. Because of sin and the hardness of man 1 s heart the

provision for divorce was made.
divorce is fornication.

4•

3.

'!he only Scriptural ground for

Unless a divorce has bean obtained on

the grounds of .fornication the divorced person who remarries is living
in adultery and the one l'b.o marries the divorced person is living in
adultery.

CHAPTER V

APPLICATION OF BIBLICAL TEACHINGS TO 'IRE P:OOBLEM OF

REMARRYING DIVORCED PERSONS

CHA.PTER V

APPLICATION OF BIBLICAL TEACHINGS TO 'IHE PROBtmA OF
REMARRYING DIVORCED PERSONS
In Chapter IV it was noted that the only Scriptural grounds for

divorce is adultery.

The innocent party who has obtained a divorce or

has been divorced on these grounds can remarry.

This onl¥ answers part

of the problem for the pastor 'Who is faced with the problem of remarrying divorced persons.

He still faces the problem of knowing 'What to

do when one who is guilty in the matter of divorce desires to be remarried.
Perhaps even a more difficult problem is that of determining
guilt in the matter of divorce.
questions.

1.

The matter of guilt raises two

To determine whether either party was innocent when the

divorce was granted or i f they were both guilty to a certain extent.
2.

To determine whether a guilty party has been forg:i. ven by God and

if so what should the attitude of the minister be in the matter of rema.rr.;ring such a person.
This chapter is divided into two parts.

In the first part an

examination is made of four Biblical instances where God's attitude
toward unfaithfulness in the marriage relationship is disclosed.

In

the second part there is discussed the difficulties faced by the pastor
and the principles which he may follow in remarrying divorced persons.
I.

SCRIP '!URAL EXAMPLES EXAMINED

'Ihroughout the Scriptures as in H0 sea 5:3,4 God frequently com-
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pares the unfaithfulness of His people to that of unfaithfulness in
the marriage relationship·.

'Ihere are four instances where God's atti-

tude toward unfaithfulness in the marriage relationship is disclosed.
These are now examined.
~

Ex:a.m.ple

~ ~·

'lhe story of David and Bath-sheba is

recorded in II Samuel 11 and 1.2.

David had coonnitted adultery 'With

Bath-sheba and then had her husband, Uriah killed.

In doing this he

broke both the sixth and the seventh coill!llandl:nents.

(Ex:odus 20:13,14)

But God through the prophet Nathan convicted David of his sins.

David

confessed his sins and God .forgave him. (Psalms 51) •
David had to pay the penalty .for his sin.
to Bath-sheba and David died.

The first child born

But later Solomon was born to them.

The blessing o.f God rested upon the union o.f David and Bathsheba.

After David had confessed his sins and God had forgiven David

his sins, David and Bath-sheba were permitted to live together as husband and wife.
'!his instance illustrates the truth that God does forgive one
who has committed adultery i.f he or she is repentant and asks .for .forgiveness.

Then too, God did not require them to separate.

He permitted

them to live together as husband and w.i.fe and blessed their union which
began in violation o.f God's comnandments.
~

ExamEle of Herod and Herodias.

In Matthew 14 is recorded

the accusation o.f John the Baptist against Herod.

Herod had taken

Herodias, his brother Philipt s wi.fe, .for his own wife.

He had broken

the comnandment of God and was actually, according to the law of God,
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living in adultery with Herodia.s.
Herod ha.d co.nmitted sin. But both he and Herodias continued to
live in their sin.

They did not repent and a.sk God to forgive them.

It is against the co.nma.ndment of God to co.nmit adultery.

But because

Herod did not repent but continued to live on in his sinful way, John
the Baptist condemned him so severely.
This incident is an illustration of the truth that where there
is no genuine repentance there is no forgiveness.

God will forgive

only when the sinner repents of his sin and asks for forgiveness ..
While it is true that Herod listened to Johnts preaching, there is no
evidence that he ever repented of his adultery a.nd hence one may conclude that he was not forgiven.
~

Ex:a.m;ele

2£. ~ Samaritan Woman

dent is recorded in John 4:3-42.

at Jacob's

~·

'.this inci-

Jesus met this woman at Jacob's well

and engaged her in a long conversation.

This woman was an a.dultress.

She ha.d ha.d five husbands a.nd the one with whom she was then living
was not her husband.

(John 4:17-18).

Jesus saw the need of this woman and dealt with her accordingly.
He was ready to meet this need.
would but a.sk for it.

He promised her living water if she

(John 4:10)

Jesus was ready to forgive her her

sin if she but asked for forgiveness.
Fran the fact that the woman did acknowledge her adultery and
from the record of her witnessing it seems evident that she did confess her sins and receive forgiveness.

'!here is no record of her life

after this incident but enough is said to indicate that Jesus was ready
to forgive her sin and to give her living water.

Here again God's
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attitude toward the repentant sinner who has committed adultery is disclosed.

God is ready to forgive the one mo has committed adulter.r if

they ask for forgiveness.

1!!.!, Example of

~Woman

taken in Adulte!Z,•

In John 8:2-11 is

recorded the incident of the woman taken in adultery.

There are some

ancient manuscripts which do not record this incident, but there are
others which do, and it seams to be in harmony w.i.. th the rest of tha
teachings of Jesus.
This woman had been taken in the act of adultery.

She was

guilty and according to the law of Moses she was to be stoned. The
Pharisees brought her to Jesus to test His loyalty to the law of Moses.
But Jesus did not condemn her to be stoned.

Instead he said, ttffe that

is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her .. "
8:7)

(John

When all her accusers had left 'Without casting a stone, Jesus did

not condemn her either, but forgave her of her sins.

"Jesus said,

go thy way; from henceforth sin no more."

Neither do I condemn thee:
(John 4:10)

It seems that in this instance Jesus recognized the validity of
the law of Moses when He asked the one 'Who was vd thout sin to cast the
first stone.

'lhe fact that her accusers left makes it evident that

they were guilty.
guilty of adultery.

No attempt was made to deny that the woman was
Whether she was an innocent victim or was

repentant is not stated.

tru4r

But it is evident that too attitude of Jesus

toward her was that of forgiveness.

If this record may be accepted as

valid then it is clear that there are condi tiona under 'Which God does
forgive the sin of adultery.
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II.

DIFFICULTIES FACED BY THE PASTOR

One of the difficult problems that the pastor has to face in remarrying divorced persons is in regard to the innocent party.

It is

simple to say that the innocent party of a divorce where the marriage
was broken by adultery is free to remarry.

But it is not always simple

to establish who the innocent party really is.
There may be the possibility that the innocent party drove the
the guilty party to coomit adultery.

How is the pastor to Imow whether

the innocent party is completely innocent?

Is it the duty of the

pastor to be a trial lawyer or a judge to establish 'Who the innocent
party is?

Or should the pastor take the vrord of the one who comes to

him asking to be remarried without investigating?

Another difficulizy" concerns a couple mo has led a worldly life.
They never had been living a genuine Christian life.

In their worldly

condition they entered into a marriage union which ended in failure.
The marriage ended in divorce.

Later one of them becomes a Christian.

He or she meets another Christian person.

They become attracted to

one another and ewntually grow to love one another.

CaP the pastor

marry them, or is this person required to remain unmarried the rest
of his or her life.

'lhis problem arises more than once •

Another matter 'Which has to be taken into consideration is the
former marriage.

How will this second marriage affect the partner of

the former marriage.
marriage.

How will it affect the children of the former

In some of the tangled situations which arise this can be

a very real problem.
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How is the pastor to meet these and other problems which arise?
This is a situation which needs to be prayerfully and diligently considered.
As previously" noted marriage is not something to be taken lightly.

It is ordained by God and should be entered into in all seriousness.

It is a permanent union which is to be severed only by death.
cannot result unless there is sin.

Divorce

If the marriage union is broken by

divorce there is always sin on the part of one party or both.
The pastor as the spiritual leader of the people has a responsibility of emphasizing to his people the seriousness of marriage.

No

where in the Bible is there anything stated permitting trial marriages.
Marriage is to be entered into as a permanent union.

But if' sin has

entered in and the marriage union is broken then the :pastor is faced
w:i.th the problem of remarrying those whose marriage has been broken.
As the pastor is faced vd th the problem of remarrying those who
are divorced, there are several things vbich have to be taken into consideration.
2.

1.

To determine what is God's attitude toward this person.

To determine what is the attitude of the person asking to be re-

married.

These factors need to be studied in order to reach a proper

decision.
If' the person asking to be remarried is clearly the innocent
person then the pastor according to the Scripinre mey remarry him or
her.

He should deal with them and counsel with them and help them to

establish a permanent, happy marriage relationship which can be blessed
of God.
If the person asking to be remarried is the guilty party then
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the case is more difficult.

According to the Scriptures_, God is able

to forgive the sinner, the one who has committed adultery.

The minister

will then need to determine whether God has forgiven this person who
is asldng to be remarried.

To determine this he vr.i..ll need to examine

the testimoey of this one and the test.tmoey of others who know him
concerning his life and attitude.
In Matthew 7:20 is recorded this statement of Jesus.

"By their

fruits ye shall know them.,tt

It is difficult to judge and to know what

is within the heart of man.

But his actions and his attitudes are the

fruits which give us a clue to what he is ..
If the one asking to be remarried bears testimoey that God

~s

forgiven him and if his fruits substantiate this fact, then the pg.stor
can act accordingly.,

In every case too si tua ti on will need to be care-

fully and prayerfully considered.
As the pastor counsels w.i. th the one desiring to be remarried he
will need to discover th9 attitude he has toward marriage.

The pastor

will need to see whether he is entering into it w.i.th the idea of establishing a Christian marriage relationship which is a permanent union
or whether he is entering into it haphazardly.
'Ihese many factors enter into making a proper decision.
pastor needs to take time to weigh each factor carefully.
ing with GocPs laws and human lives.

The

He is deal-

A hasty decision may lead to

great sorrow and heartache in the .future.
r

Su.mma.q. In this study it was found that the following principles apply to the remarriage of divorced persons:
1.

Where the divorce has been granted on grounds of adultery

the innocent parson is free to remarry.
2.

A study of Biblical examples points out the truth that God

11'1ill forgive the one who has committed adultery if he or she repents
and meets God's conditions.

3· If the attitude of God toward the one who has broken the
marriage relationship is that of forgiveness, then the attitude of
man needs to be that of forgiveness too.

4.

'!he Biblical examples lead one to believe that where there

is genuine repentance God will forgive and bless a marriage which began
eon trary to God t s law.

5.

In order for the pastor to make a proper decision in the re-

marrying of divorced persons, he will need to determine the attitude
of the person asking to be remarried.
6.

In determining the attitude of a divorced person desiring

to be remarried the pastor ma.y be guided by these things:
a.

The personal testimony and report of' the one ask-.
ing to be remarried.

b.

'!he evidence in the life of the individual of the
fruits of the Spirit.

c.

'lhe testimony of ihose llho know him.

d.

The help received from God through prayer.

CHAPl'ER VI
SUIDlARY AND CONCLUSION

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this thesis a study has been made of the problem of the
pastor in remarrying divorced persons.

The purpose has been to dis-

cover if there is any Biblical basis for the remarriage of divorced
persons ..

I.

S'UMMARY

A survey of the official position of five denominations regard-

ing the remarriage of divorced persons 'Which was treated in Chapfier II
showed these things.
The Congregational church follows these principles:

(1)

The

Scriptural doctrine of divorce is stated by the Saviour in Matthew
19:1-9.

(2) Ministers nay remarry persons who are the innocent

parties in divorce proceedings but are urged to withhold sanctions
from those whose divorce has been obtained on other than Scriptural
grounds.

( 3) Ministers are to carefully counsel with those divorcees

who come to them for marriage to discern mather they are worthy of
entering into the marriage rela tt on ship.
The Iutheran church follows th.e principle that Iutheran ministers may

re~J

the innocent parties where divorce has been ob-

tained on the grounds of adultery or willful desertion.
The official position of the Presbyterian church is to remarry
only the innocent party in the case where the divorce has been gran ted
on Scriptural grounds.
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Since each Baptist church is self-governing and the Bible is
the sole rule of faith and practice, there is no sat rule for the
whole denanination to follow.

Each local minister deals w.ith each

individual case as it comes to him.

He considers the ease in the

light of Biblical teaching and makes his deeisi on on the basis of his
findings.
Ministers in the Methodist church may remarry the innocent
party where the true cause for divorce was adultery or other vicious
reasons 'Which through mental or physical cruelty invalidated the
marriage vow.
A survey of the practices followed by the ministers of the five
denominations as reported in Chapter III showed that five general
practices were followed.
1. Some would not remarry any divorced persons under any circumstances.

'lhis was followed by:

4%

of the Congregational ministers

~ of the Intharan ministers

3%

of the Presbyterian ministers

3%

of the Baptist ministers

6% of the Methodist ministers
2.

Soma followed 'What they regarded as the Biblical standard.

This practice was followed by:
8 2/3% of the Congregational ministers

54%

of the Lutheran ministers

JJ% of the Presbyterian ministers
22% of the Baptist ministers
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44% of the Methodist ministers
3. Some remarried the innocent persons who ha.d been divorced
on ot..her than Biblical grounds.

This was followed by:

28 1/3% of the Congregational ministers

34%

of the Lutheran ministers

40% of the Presbyterian ministers

33% of the Baptist ministers
36% of the Methodist ministers
4. Soma ministers remarried the guilty persons if they shewed
evidence that they would establish a satisfactor.r home.

This was

followed by:

48 2/3% of the Congregational ministers
1~%

of the Lutheran ministers

22% of -the Presbyterian ministers
23% of the Baptist Ministers

11%

of the Methodist ministers

5.. Some ministers remarried any divorced persons who came to them
asld.ng to be remarried.

This was followed by:

11 ?-/3% of the Congregational ministers

!%

of the Lutheran ministers

5% of the Presbyterian ministers
19% of the Baptist ministers

3% of the Methodist ministers
This confusion in practice made evident the need for a uniform
standard.

'Ihe Biblical study

of

Chapter IV was a.n effort to find a.n

answer to this need. A number of important principles ware noted.
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1.

Marriage is a divinely ordained union of a ma.n and a woman

who leave their father a.nd mother and cleave to each other.
has the right to break this l.Uli.on.
2.

No man

Only death can terminate it.

Divorce was given to the people by Moses because of the

hardness of their hearts.

Moses did not eomnand the men to divorce

their w.!..ves, but suffered or allowed them to do so.

3C. Jesus taught that the only grounds 'Whereupon a man could
divoree his wife was adultery.

If he put her away for any other reason

he caused her to eomnit adultery.

If any man married the woman who

was illegally divorced, he comnitted adultery.

If the husband re-

married after illegally divorcing his wife, he conmitted adultery.
L~..

Paul ta.ught "!hat the Christian mate was not to leave his

unbelieving mate.

'Ihere was always the possibility that the unbeliev-

ing mate might be saved.

But i f the unbeliav:ing mate left, the

Christian mate was not under bondage.

5.

God is merciful.

6.

God forgives the sinner i f the sinner meets the conditions

for forgiveness.

7.

'lhe past s:ins are forgiven, but sin leaves a sear upon the

s:inner.
Four Biblical examples were examined which illustrated the
application of these principles to the problem of the remarriage of
divorced persons.

A number of facts 'Which give the pastor guidance

in remarrying divorced persons were noted.
1. Where the divorce has been granted on grounds of adultery
the :innocent person is free to remarry.
2.

A study of Biblical examples po:ints out the truth that God
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will forgive the one who has comm:i tted adultery if he or she repents
and meets God's condi tiona.

3. If the attifu.de of God toward the one who has broken the
marriage relationship is that of forgiveness, then the attitude of

man mads to be tba t of forgiveness too.

4•

'Ihe Biblical examples lead one to believe that where ihere

is genuine repentance God will forgive and bless a marriage which be-

.

ga:n con tracy to God' s law•

5.

In order for the pastor to make a proper decision in the

remarrying of divorced persons, he w.ill need to determine the attitude of the person asking to be remarried.
6.

In determining the a tti illde of a divorced person desiring

to be remarried the pastor may be guided by these things:
a.

The personal testimony and report of the one asking to be remarried ..

b.

The evidence in the life of the individual of the
fruits of the Spirit.

c.

The testimony of those who know him.

d.

The help received from God through prayer.
II.

General Conclusions.

CONCLUSION

As a result of this study the following

general conclusions were reached.
1.

There are differences in practices among ministers concern-

ing the remarrying of divorced persons.
2..

Although all five denominations studied, in the Discipline

6.3
of official pronouncements, base their official position concerning the
remarriage of divorced persons on the Bible, there are differences in
the official positions of the five denominations.

3.

The Bible does not give much information concerning the

remarriage of divorced persons.

lbis could be a reason for the differ-

ences in practices of the ministers.
Specific Cgnclusions.

As a result of this study the following

specific conclusions were reached.
1.

The only Biblical ground for divorce is adultery.

2.

Unless the divorce has been obtained on the ground of adult-

ery, the divorced person who remarries is living in adultery and the
one who marries the illegally divorced person is also living in adultery.
The innocent person is free to remar:ry.

3. A study of the Biblical exanples points out the truth that
God will forgive the one who has committed adulte:ry i f he or she repents and meets God's conditions.

4.

'Ihe Bible does not state that those divorced persons ·whom

God has forgiven for breaking the marriage relationship may not be
remarried again.
5.

Although the Bible gives some infonnation regarding the

remarriage of divorced persons, there is not enough definite information given to enable denominations to give dogmatic Scriptural rules
for all ministers to follow in remarrying divorced persons.

III.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

From this study has coiiB a reco:rmnendation far further study.
It is suggested that a study be made of the pastor's responsibility
in enabling marriages to succeed.

Such a study might include an in-

vestigation of the following areas:
1.

A pastor program to help young people in choosing their

2.

A systematic program of pre-marital counselling.

mate.

3· A systematic program of counselling with young married
couples to help them to establish a Christian home.
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